
Wealth blockages and Karmik Connections 

My name is Aryan, and I found myself grappling with deep-seated wealth blockages. Seeking 

a breakthrough, my wife, Shalini, and I turned to past life regression, life between lives 

regression, and prayers to our higher selves, guided by the remarkable therapist Gopal 

Maheshwari. 

Under Gopal's compassionate guidance, we embarked on a profound exploration of our past 

lives. Through past life regression sessions, we uncovered hidden memories and unresolved 

traumas related to wealth. Moreover, his expertise allowed us to identify and clear curses, 

contracts, and agreements that had unknowingly carried over from past lifetimes, impacting 

our financial journeys. 

With each session, we delved deeper into the root causes of our wealth blockages. Gopal's 

gentle yet transformative techniques helped us release the burdens of ancestral curses, karmic 

contracts, and limiting agreements that had unconsciously influenced our relationship with 

abundance. 

Through life between lives regression, we connected with our higher selves, enabling us to 

gain clarity on the lessons and purposes of our soul's journey. This sacred space provided 

profound insights into the patterns and choices we had made, shedding light on the karmic 

implications of past actions. 

Combining the power of past life regression, life between lives regression, and prayers to our 

higher selves, He guided us through powerful healing exercises. We worked together to 

release the energetic imprints and negative influences that had hindered our financial growth. 

The journey was transformative. As we cleared the curses, contracts, and agreements from 

past lives, we felt a profound shift within ourselves. Our mindsets shifted from scarcity to 

abundance, and we began attracting new opportunities, financial success, and prosperity. 

We are deeply grateful for his expertise, compassion, and effective therapeutic techniques. 

His guidance helped us navigate the complexities of past life influences, clearing the 

energetic obstacles that had held us back. 

Furthermore, Gopal introduced us to Heartfulness, where he gave us three initial sittings on 

three consecutive days, connecting our hearts to nature. He then introduced us to the power 

behind the system, his Living Master, Sh. Kamesh ji, they call him "Daaji." It was an 

effective way of cleansing. What amazed us even more was that no one charged anything for 

these meditation sessions. Gopal shared that he had been meditating in Heartfulness for more 

than two decades without ever paying any fees, as the path to God realization is always free. 

The practice of Heartfulness added another layer of depth and transformation to our journey. 

It enhanced our connection with our higher selves, bringing a profound sense of peace and 

clarity. The combination of past life regression, life between lives regression, and 

Heartfulness allowed us to unlock not only our wealth blockages but also to experience 

spiritual growth and a deeper connection with ourselves and the divine. 

If you find yourself facing wealth blockages or suspect that past life influences may be 

affecting your financial journey, we wholeheartedly recommend Gopal Maheshwari. Trust in 



the transformative power of past life regression, life between lives regression, and the 

clearing of curses, contracts, and agreements. Open yourself up to the limitless possibilities of 

abundance and embrace a future where financial prosperity becomes your reality. Embrace 

the practice of Heartfulness, connecting your heart to nature and experiencing the profound 

cleansing and transformation it offers. 

 


